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DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES,
August 27, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ --
So, you have decided you want to give
private jet flying a shot. A far-fetched
dream of most, the extravagance of
private jet flight offers speed, privacy,
safety & comfort.
Now that you have made up your
mind, who are you going to contact to
book your first private jet flight? Which
aircraft best suits your travel
requirements and entrusts your safety
& security. Have you discussed your
options for in-flight dining/catering
menus and concierge services? Are
there any hidden costs involved?
If it is your first time, it can get pretty
overwhelming and you might get in a
muddle trying to figure out the rules of this game. Keeping first-timers like you in mind, Delta
World Charter has put together this easy-to-read article to help you ask the right questions. And
thus make the right decisions before you book your private jet flight. We believe this 10-minute
read will give you a fairly good run down of what to look out for when booking your first private
jet flight. As well as the common terminology used.

How much does it cost to charter a Private Jet?
Well it depends on a few factors:
•	Where you want to go.
The more the distance, the bigger an aircraft that’s needed.
•	Number of people and the baggage.
Again, a directly proportional relationship to the size of aircraft and the cost.
•	Re-fueling stops, if applicable.
•	Your travel times and dates.
As in commercial travel, traveling in busy summer months is more expensive than traveling in
non-peak times.
•	Want only one-way?
You still have to pay for the repositioning of the aircraft as it going to travel empty, which is a
common term in aviation called the ‘empty-leg’.
•	Where you are starting your journey and the destination.
Government fees, navigation charges, airport fees and handling costs are incurred. These can
drive up the total cost of the flight.
•	Although your private jet flight quote is not really a minefield, there can be some costs that
you can incur on top of what’s on the contract. For example, in case of snow, an additional de-
icing cost needs to be borne by the customer. The average de-icing cost for a small jet can range
from US $1,000 per application, however for a larger aircraft it can cost over $10,000.
•	Do you have a flexible schedule? And are you after a good deal?
Flying an empty-leg will be beneficial in cost-terms, as operators will offer them at a discounted
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rate.
Should I choose a Charter Broker or book directly with an Operator?
Brokers usually have access to a much larger fleet of aircraft types and varieties of private jets,
which usually means more aircraft options matching your needs and better rates. If you contact
an operator directly, you may be offered only a handful aircraft options to choose from.

Charter broker also checks everything for you including the obvious but possible to miss items.
Whether the operator is entitled to and insured to conduct commercial operations, checking Air
Operator’s Certificate (AOC) and insurance certificates validity and other legalities. As well as
understanding your needs & wants, so that they can make your trip special, worry-free,
personalized and memorable.
So many Charter Brokers out there! How to choose the right one for me?
When choosing a charter broker, we recommend you choose one which has been around for a
while. It is a good idea to look them up on the internet to find out if they are a member of any
associations, employ professionals from the industry, have a B2B presence in the marketplaces
for different types of aircraft chartering and are physically present around the world. Easy access
and availability of this information indicates that the particular charter broker is serious in his
business and his integrity to clients.
It has been the experience of our employees over the years that that the perception – a bigger
charter brokerage company is always better, is not really true. Size is usually not the best
determinant of service quality in this industry. Brokerage with hundreds of people may come
with less personal touch (though they might be very professional) vs. a smaller charter broker
with dozens of employees but 24/7 service and a key account manager to answer all your
questions and arrange everything for you from A to Z.
Make sure you ask for testimonials and referrals. They would usually not mind if they have ones
to provide. Also, google the broker you are considering to use, and check their social media to
see what’s being said about them.
After you have completed your flight and are completely satisfied with their service, it may be
convenient and effective to stick to them for subsequent air charter needs as they already
understand you and how to meet your expectations.
They say the first is always the most memorable. Best of luck with having a first-time experience
that will last with you a lifetime and change the way you travel.
Still have questions? We love answering them. You can contact us on email passenger@dwc.aero
or call us on +971 4 887 9550.
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